Coordinator report November 20, 2020
I will be making a personal ethics disclosure, that I was elected and sworn into PV SC and that I
am as well the appointed Warwick town coordinator. Further, I elect to be paid as coordinator by
the town rather than accept $200 stipend for SC. It is one or the other.
FRCOG has contacted us about the foreclosed McKnight property next step, in getting a physical
environmental assessment. I am seeking a vote to authorize the chair to sign a document to permit site
entry and provide liability release of the environmental engineering firm and its contractors.
Tech school was at the McKnight property assisting with cleanup. Two dumpsters one metal and one
trash were fill. Numerous tires were rolled to the road edge. They hope to return next week. We have
about $8k remaining in the illegal dumping fund and it does not seem to me to provide for “machine
time” I got CARES grant refuse removal expense approved but, we don’t expend on anything that we
were able to fund before the limits COVID-19 makes on TM where there is no provision for “remote”.
The big news of the week, perhaps the year is Warwick and Northfield were awarded $1M each by
MassWorks STRAP grant for reconstruction of Northfield Road. Todd attended a Zoom press conference
and spoke on our behalf.
I request that the board vote or by consensus name Todd Dexter as Selectboard liaison to the Highway
Department.
We have a citizen request for a Selectboard resolution on behalf of the town on the election outcome. This
comes from Bill Lyman who is concerned about the future of democracy and peaceful transition. Years
ago, when he complained to me about an instance of improper flag display, I authorized him to correct
any mistakes he sees. I also involved local Scouts. When four of our residents died in a house fire. Bill
decided we needed to invert the flag. He and other conclude that we are again in a state of distress and
hung the flag at the veteran’s memorial upside down. That symbolic presentation has been reversed and
instead, the possibility of the Selectboard speaking on behalf of the Town via a resolution on the subject
is substituted.
The Tuesday night local education meeting took up the Capstone statement. Minutes were not clear that
the two members of Selectboard were acting in that regard, / behalf and I think it best that all Selectboard
members be part of our growing effort and directions. This is all to get to our goal to leave the district and
go forward a new way where small and individualized is prized. We have developed a school re-design
re-birth timeline as well.
We are working back and forth on enhancements on the WCS demand ventilation project. If we can

move the funding for drives /VFDs to enhancing the building control / smart building measure
funded for Warwick School by DOER Green Communities
Finally, we are making continued progress on our broadband upgrade. Following is the “roll up”
on our activities to make the system reach 25/3 and represents progress in the past two weeks.
We can manually institute speed tests in the software which has helped correct anomalies we see
between the graphs and a “fastest seen” that is clearly underreporting.

